Building a Basic Application
with DT Vision Foundry
Goal
This tutorial demonstrates how to develop an inspection application
with DT Vision Foundry machine vision software from Data
Translation. You will write a program (script) using the easy-to-use
point & click/drag-and-drop interface of the Point & Click Script tool.
No programming experience is required.

Requirements
• DT Vision Foundry software, Ver. 3.0 or higher
• Computer with Windows 2000 (with Service Pack 1) or
Windows XP
• Camera, lights, cable, and frame grabber board
If you don’t want to set up a camera, you can use previously captured
images instead. Note that this tutorial uses previously captured
images, all of which are included in the DT Vision Foundry package.

Creating the Application
This application inspects 3.5” disks moving down an assembly line to
ensure that both the write-protect tab and the shutter are closed.
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Note: If you don’t want to finish the tutorial in one sitting, you can
save your script at any time by clicking File | Save Script or
File | Save As Script in the Point & Click Script tool. Browse to the
directory in which you want to store the script, then enter a name
with the extension .pcs. When you are ready to continue, click File |
Open Script in the Point & Click Script tool, browse to the script you
saved, then click Open.

Open the Feature Image
Use the File Manager tool to open the feature image. The feature
image contains a perfect representation of the part you want to search
for in the inspection process.
1.

If it is not already open, open the Point & Click Script tool by
either selecting Point & Click Script from the Tools menu or
clicking the
icon in the Miscellaneous toolbar.

2.

Open the File Manager tool by either selecting File Manager
from the Tools menu or clicking the
icon in the
Input-Output toolbar.

3.

Select File | File Open.

4.

In the Open dialog box, browse to the feature image
reffloppy.bmp, then click Open.
Note that the image reffloppy.bmp is located in C:\Program
Files\Data Translation\DT Vision
Foundry\Scripts\Statistics\Floppy, by default.

5.
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Click Add to Script (Open) to add this operation to your point &
click script.
The File Manager tool appears as follows.

The Point & Click Script tool appears as follows.

6.

Close the File Manager tool.
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Create the Feature ROI
The feature ROI (region of interest) is an area within the feature
image that contains the part you are searching for.
1.

In the main DT Vision Foundry application, ensure that the
Rectangle button
select the Draw

2.

Feature
ROI
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is selected in the ROI type toolbar, then
button in the ROI mode toolbar.

Using the mouse, draw a rectangle ROI around the high-density
disk hole in the lower-left corner of the image. This is the feature
ROI. The feature ROI is the part that you want to search for in
each of the disks coming down the assembly line.

Create a Training Image
The training image consists of the pixels within the feature ROI.
1.

Open the Search tool by either selecting Search from the Tools
menu or clicking the
icon in the Machine Vision toolbar.

2.

Click Train to open the Search Training dialog box.

3.

Activate the feature image reffloppy:0 by clicking in the viewport
with the left mouse button, then click Feature - Input Image in
the Search Training dialog box to specify reffloppy:0 as the
feature image.

4.

From the Feature - ROI drop-down list, select the feature ROI.
The feature ROI is called Rect.n, where n is the number assigned
to the ROI by DT Vision Foundry. If more than one rectangle ROI
is listed and you’re not sure which is the feature ROI, select one
of the rectangle ROIs. The corresponding ROI is activated (red) in
the feature image.
The training image is displayed in the training image window, as
follows.
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Training image
window

Note that a freehand ROI is drawn around the high-density disk
hole in the training image. The Search tool automatically creates a
freehand ROI around one of the objects in the training image. If
this object represents the feature that you want to search for, you
can use the feature to perform a faster search. You will not use
this feature for this tutorial.
5.
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Click OK to close the Search Training dialog box.

Open an Inspection Image and Create the Inspection ROI
The inspection images are the images you are testing. The inspection
ROI is an area within an inspection image that contains the feature
ROI that you are searching for.

Note: You will typically use the Picture tool or AVI Player tool to
capture your inspection images in real-time.

1.

Leaving the Search tool open, open the AVI Player tool by either
selecting AVI Player from the Tools menu or clicking the
icon in the Input-Output toolbar.

2.

Click Browse.

3.

In the Load AVI File dialog box, browse to floppy.avi, the file that
contains the inspection images, then click Open.
Note that the file floppy.avi is located in C:\Program Files\Data
Translation\DT Vision Foundry\Scripts\Statistics\Floppy, by
default.

4.

In the AVI Player tool, enter floppy in the Image Name text box
and check Loop at end of sequence.
The AVI Player tool appears as follows.
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5.

Click Import.
The first frame of the file is displayed in a new viewport.

6.

Click Add to Script to record the action in the point & click script.

7.

Close the AVI Player tool.

8.

In the image floppy, use the mouse to draw a rectangle ROI
around the high-density disk hole. This is the inspection ROI.
Make sure that the inspection ROI is large enough so that
wherever the disk appears in the inspection image, the feature
ROI will be within the inspection ROI. To resize or move the ROI,
if necessary, select the Off button
in the ROI mode toolbar,
then hold down the <Shift> key while using the left mouse
button to drag the sides of the ROI or drag the ROI to a new
location.

Inspection
ROI
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Perform the Search Operation
Use the Search tool to find the feature ROI within the inspection ROI.
1.

Activate the inspection image floppy by clicking in the viewport
with the left mouse button, then click Image Configuration Inspection in the Search tool dialog box to specify floppy:0 as the
inspection image.

2.

From the ROI Configuration - Inspection drop-down list, select
the inspection ROI.
The inspection ROI is called Rect.n, where n is the number
assigned to the ROI by DT Vision Foundry. If more than one
rectangle ROI is listed and you’re not sure which is the inspection
ROI, select one of the rectangle ROIs. The corresponding ROI is
activated (red) in the inspection image.
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3.

Select Search Settings from the Settings menu to open the Search
Settings dialog box.

4.

From the ROI Generation drop-down list, select Point ROI Center of feature. This indicates that you want the Search tool to
place a point ROI in the center of the found feature. This ROI is
the reference point you will use when searching for the shutter
and write-protect tab. Leave the remaining settings at their
default values.

5.

Click Apply, then click OK to close the Search Settings dialog
box.

6.

Click Search to perform the search.
The search results are displayed in the Match Results list.

The point ROI SRCH_M0 appears in the inspection image floppy, as
follows.
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Reference point
(SRCH_M0)

Create a Catalog
The catalog contains a training image and other settings, such as the
search type and the score threshold (the lowest match score that you
want the tool to consider a valid match).
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1.

In the Search tool dialog box, select File | Save Catalog to open a
Save As dialog box.

2.

Enter My_catalog.src in the File name text box, then click Save.
Note that a catalog named fp_srch.src is provided by default.

3.

Click Add to Script to add the Search tool script item to the point
& click script.
The Point & Click Script tool appears as follows.

4.

Close the Search tool.

Separate the Opening of the Feature Image from the Rest
of the Point & Click Script
Since you only have to open the feature image once, you can use a
While loop script item to separate the opening of the feature image
from the rest of the script.
1.

In the Point & Click Script tool, click the While loop icon

2.

Since you don’t want to leave the loop, set the While loop to
always be true by entering the statement
WHILE PC_ScriptFailed = PC_ScriptFailed, as follows.

3.

Click OK to close the While dialog box.

.
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4.

Use the right mouse button to drag the AVI Tool script item
under the While statement, then use the left mouse button to
move the Search Tool script item under the AVI Tool script item.
This creates a branch in the point & click script.

Search for the Write-Protect Tab
Since the write-protect tab will not always be in the same location in
the inspection image, you can use the ROI Manager tool to establish a
relationship between the write-protect tab and the reference point
SRCH_M0.
1.
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In the inspection image floppy, draw a rectangle ROI around the
write-protect tab. Make sure that none of the white background is
included in the ROI. To resize or move the ROI, if necessary,
select the Off button
in the ROI mode toolbar, then hold
down the <Shift> key while using the left mouse button to drag
the sides of the ROI or drag the ROI to a new location.

Write-protect
tab ROI

2.

Open the ROI Manager tool by either selecting ROI Manager
from the Tools menu or clicking the
icon in the Gauging
toolbar.

3.

Click the Position tab.

4.

From the ROI Name drop-down list, select the write-protect tab
ROI.
The write-protect tab ROI is called Rect.n, where n is the number
assigned to the ROI by DT Vision Foundry. If more than one
rectangle ROI is listed and you’re not sure which is the inspection
ROI, select one of the rectangle ROIs. The corresponding ROI is
activated (red) in the inspection image.

5.

From the Reference Point X Coordinate drop-down list, select
SRCH_M0_X. This is the variable that contains the x-coordinate
of the reference point. The x-coordinate value is displayed in the
text box.
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6.

From the Reference Point Y Coordinate drop-down list, select
SRCH_M0_Y. This is the variable that contains the y-coordinate
of the reference point. The y-coordinate value is displayed in the
text box.
The ROI Manager tool appears as follows.

7.

Click Initialize to establish the relationship between the
write-protect tab ROI and the reference point (SRCH_M0).

8.

Click Add to Script.
The Point & Click Script should appear as follows. If necessary, use the
left mouse button to drag the Position script item under the Search Tool
script item.

9.

Close the ROI Manager tool.

If you run the script now, the write-protect tab ROI will be drawn
around the write-protect tab in each of the inspection images.

Determine Whether the Write-Protect Tab is Open
If the write-protect tab is open, you will see white in the background;
if the write-protect tab is closed, you won’t see white in the
background. You can use the H_Max variable in the Histogram tool
to calculate the maximum grayscale level in the write-protect tab
ROI. If H_Max >= 200, the write-protect tab is open. Note that using
200 instead of 255 (pure white) ensures that if the lighting conditions
are imperfect, an open write-protect tab will still be detected.
1.

Ensure that the write-protect tab ROI is activated in the
inspection image floppy.
To activate the ROI, either click on it with the right mouse button
or click in the inspection image and then press the <Tab> key
until the ROI is activated (red).

2.

Open the Histogram tool by either selecting Histogram from the
Tools menu or clicking the
icon in the Image Analysis
toolbar.

3.

Select Point & Click Script | Options.

4.

In the Histogram Script Options dialog box, select the Calculate
Histogram Stats checkbox, then click OK.
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5.

Click Add Histogram.

6.

Click Add to Script.
The Point & Click Script tool should appear as follows. If necessary, use
the left mouse button to drag the Histogram script item under the
Position script item.

7.

Close the Histogram tool.

Warn the Operator if the Write-Protect Tab is Open
If the write-protect tab is open, you can warn the operator of the
equipment by displaying the text WRITE BLOCK on the display
screen.
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1.

In the Point & Click Script tool, click the If-Then icon

2.

In the If Then dialog box, enter the statement
IF THEN H_Max >= 200.000000.

.

3.

Click OK to close the If Then dialog box.
The Point & Click Script tool should appear as follows. If necessary, use
the left mouse button to drag the IF Then script item under the
Histogram script item.

4.

Open the Text tool by either selecting Text from the Tools menu
or clicking the
icon in the Miscellaneous toolbar.

5.

For the Draw Location, select In Image.

6.

In the display window, enter WRITE BLOCK.

7.

Click Select Font, select Arial, Bold, and 22 points in the Font
dialog box, then click OK.

8.

Select Black for the text color.
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9.

Select Transparent for the background color.
The Text tool appears as follows.

10. Click Add Text. Position the mouse cursor on the location in the
inspection image where you want the text to appear (for example,
the upper right corner). Click the left mouse button.
The text is added to the image within an ROI.
11. In the Text tool, click Add to Script.
12. Use the right mouse button to branch the Text tool script item
under the If-Then statement.
The Point & Click Script tool should appear as follows.
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13. Close the Text tool.

Search for the Shutter
Since the shutter will not always be in the same location in the
inspection image, you can use the ROI Manager tool to establish a
relationship between the left-hand edge of the shutter and the
reference point SRCH_M0 and between the right-hand edge of the
disk and the reference point SRCH_M0.
1.

In the main DT Vision Foundry application, select the Line button
in the ROI type toolbar, then select the Draw button in the ROI
mode toolbar.

2.

In the inspection image floppy, use the mouse to draw two line
ROIs, one through the left-hand edge of the shutter and one
through the right-hand edge of the disk.
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Shutter
line ROI

Disk line
ROI

3.

Open the ROI Manager tool, then click the Position tab.

4.

From the ROI Name drop-down list, select the ROI through the
left-hand edge of the shutter.
The shutter line ROI is called Line.n, where n is the number
assigned to the ROI by DT Vision Foundry. If more than one line
ROI is listed and you’re not sure which is the shutter line ROI,
select one of the line ROIs. The corresponding ROI is activated
(red) in the inspection image.
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5.

From the Reference Point X Coordinate drop-down list, select
SRCH_M0_X. From the Reference Point Y Coordinate
drop-down list, select SRCH_M0_Y.

6.

Click Initialize to establish the relationship between the line ROI
and the reference point.

7.

Click Add to Script.

8.

From the ROI Name drop-down list, select the ROI through the
right-hand edge of the disk.
The disk line ROI is called Line.n, where n is the number assigned
to the ROI by DT Vision Foundry. If more than one line ROI is
listed and you’re not sure which is the disk line ROI, select one of
the line ROIs. The corresponding ROI is activated (red) in the
inspection image.

9.

From the Reference Point X Coordinate drop-down list, select
SRCH_M0_X. From the Reference Point Y Coordinate
drop-down list, select SRCH_M0_Y.

10. Click Initialize to establish the relationship between the line ROI
and the reference point.
11. Click Add to Script.
The Point & Click Script should appear as follows. If necessary, use the
left mouse button to drag the Position script items under the IF Then
script item.

12. Close the ROI Manager tool.
If you run the script now, the line ROIs will be drawn in each of the
inspection images.
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Determine Whether the Shutter is Open
You can use the Edge Finder tool to find the left-hand edge of the
shutter and the right-hand edge of the disk. Then, you can use the
GAU_GaugeResult variable in the Gauge tool to measure the
minimum distance between the edges. If the minimum distance is
less than the appropriate distance, the shutter is open.
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1.

Open the Edge Finder tool by either selecting Edge Finder from
the Tools menu or clicking the
icon in the Gauging toolbar.

2.

Click in the viewport on the inspection image floppy.

3.

In the Edge Finder tool, click Input Image to load floppy:0 as the
input image.

4.

Select the Activate threshold controls checkbox and then adjust
the Maximum and Minimum slider controls until the transition
from black (magenta) to white occurs on the outside edge of the
disk.

5.

Activate the shutter line ROI by clicking on it with the right
mouse button, then click Find Edge to extract the edge and
generate a freehand line ROI. The freehand line ROI is named
EF.Line.n, where n is the number assigned to the ROI by DT
Vision Foundry.

6.

Click Add to Script.

7.

Activate the disk line ROI by clicking on it with the right mouse
button, then click Find Edge to extract the edge and generate a
freehand line ROI. The freehand line ROI is named EF.Line.n,
where n is the number assigned to the ROI by DT Vision Foundry.

8.

Click Add to Script.
The Point & Click Script tool should appear as follows. If necessary, use
the left mouse button to drag the Edge Finder script items under the
Position script item.

The inspection image appears as follows.

Freehand
line ROI

Freehand
line ROI
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9.

Close the Edge Finder tool.

10. Open the Gauge tool by either selecting Gauge from the Tools
menu or clicking the
icon in the Gauging toolbar.
11. Under Number of ROIs to Use, click 2 to specify that you want
to use two ROIs in your measurement operation.
12. From the ROI 1 drop-down list, select one of the freehand line
ROIs generated by the Edge Finder tool. From the ROI 2
drop-down list, select the other freehand line ROI generated by
the Edge Finder tool.
The freehand line ROIs are called EF.Line.n, where n is the
number assigned to the ROI by DT Vision Foundry.
13. Under Measurement Settings, select Min distance from the
Type drop-down list.
14. Select Point & Click Script | Options.
15. In the Gauge Script Options dialog box, select the Calculate
Script Variable checkbox, then click OK.
16. Click Compute.
The Gauge tool appears as follows. Note that the minimum distance
(290 pixels) is displayed in the Results field.
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17. Click Add to Script.
18. Close the Gauge tool.
The Point & Click Script should appear as follows. If necessary, use the
left mouse button to drag the Gauge script item under the Edge Finder
script item.
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Warn Operator if Shutter is Open
If the shutter is open, you can warn the operator of the equipment by
displaying the text SHUTTER OPEN on the display screen.
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1.

In the Point & Click Script tool, click the If-Then icon

2.

In the If Then dialog box, enter the statement
IF THEN GAU_GaugeResult < 290.

.

If the GAU_GaugeResult variable does not appear in the IF
THEN variable drop-down list, click the Step button until you
have stepped past the Gauge script item. The variable should
then appear.
3.

Click OK to close the If Then dialog box.
The Point & Click Script tool should appear as follows. If necessary, use
the left mouse button to drag the IF Then script item under the Gauge
script item.

4.

Open the Text tool.

5.

For the Draw Location, select In Image.

6.

In the display window, enter SHUTTER OPEN.

7.

Click Select Font, select Arial, Bold, and 22 points for the font
options, then click OK.

8.

Select Black for the text color.

9.

Select Transparent for the background color.
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10. Click Add Text. Position the mouse cursor on the location in the
inspection image where you want the text to appear (for example,
the upper left corner). Click the left mouse button.
The text is added to the image within an ROI.
11. In the Text tool, click Add to Script.
12. Use the right mouse button to branch the Text tool script item
under the If-Then statement.
The Point & Click Script tool should appear as follows.

13. Close the Text tool.

Run the Point & Click Script
Now you are ready to run the point & click script.
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1.

Close the viewport containing the inspection image (floppy).

2.

Because you want to see the text WRITE BLOCK when the
write-protect tab is open, click the first Text script item in the
point & click script to highlight it, then click Show Output.

3.

Because you want to see the text SHUTTER OPEN when the
shutter is open, click the second Text script item in the point &
click script to highlight it, then click Show Output.

4.

Click Run.

5.

At any point, click Stop to stop the running of the script.

6.

To slow down the running of the script, close the viewport
containing the inspection image and click the first script item.
Continue to click Step and observe how the script progresses.

In the following inspection image, the write-protect tab is open.
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In the following inspection image, the shutter is open.
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In the following inspection image, both the write-protect tab and the
shutter are closed.
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